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ract: Contrary to the dislocation-driven ‘smaller-is-stronger’ size-effect in nanocrystals,
dependence of strength in deformation twinning, another carrier of plasticity, still lacks 
ersal understanding. Deformation twinning enables pseudoplastic strain of >5% in a shap
ory ceramic (ZrHfO4)x(YTaO4)1-x. We use diffraction methods, microstructure analysis, 
tu nanomechanical experiments to uncover contributing factors to the competition betwee
ning and slip in these submicron-sized ionic crystals, revealing power-law scaling of 
gth with size for both mechanisms. The significant twinning size-dependence was found 
w a superimposed power-law with exponent of -1, identical to that in metals. These findi
il the universality of the superimposed power-law size-effect for twinning in single-cryst
rovide new insights on deformability of ceramics and microstructure-driven nano-plastic

 Sentence Summary: Twinning-induced large deformation in single-crystal ceramics wi
ficant size-effect on strength. 

n Text: Permanent deformation of single-crystalline materials, like metals and ceramics, 
r via two distinct plasticity carriers at room temperature: dislocation slip and deformation
ning. Over the past two decades, the widely-adopted power-law scaling of yield point wit
al size, with a universal exponent of -0.6 in fcc metals (1–3), was extended to metals wit
r symmetry and/or higher internal friction (4, 5), as well as to hard-brittle materials such 
 (6) or covalent crystals (7), where the power-law coefficient was suppressed to under -0
inverse correlation between power-law exponent and internal lattice friction (8, 9) confro
niversality of the pure power-law, prompting the superimposed power-law function for t
-point size-dependence, 𝜏 𝑎 𝜏 , where 𝜏  is the critical shear stress, 𝑎 is the 
alized sample size, and 𝜏  is the size-independent bulk yield strength that depends purely

nal lattice friction and initial dislocation density (6). Unlike the varying exponents in 
erous reported power-law scaling for different single crystals, the proposed inverse relatio
 a fixed exponent of -1 allows for a concrete physical interpretation under, for example, t
-defined Matthews-Blakeslee critical thickness model (10). The statistical analysis for suc
els become ambiguous at larger sample sizes, where plasticity shifts into a dislocation-
action-dominated regime, giving rise to strengthening mechanisms (10–12) and thus 
enting accurate estimates for the corresponding bulk strength. The limited size range in 
h the -1 exponent remains dominant has become a pervasive roadblock to an unambiguo
rvation of the -1 exponent in single-crystalline plasticity (13).  
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ite controversy around the pure power-law with varying coefficients (6, 13, 14), it remai
lar for the characterization of deformation mechanisms, including twinning, outside the 
 of dislocation slip (15–17). The only superimposed power-law with exponent of -1 for 

e-crystal twinning was experimentally observed in Ti nanopillars (18), where it was 
uted to a stimulated slip model that is unique to coherent twinning. Deformation twinnin

as theorized and observed (19, 20), is nucleated by a leading partial dislocation and a trai
n a separate atomic plane, creating an extended stacking fault that becomes the initial sta

twin band. As a result, twinning is commonly found in metals with low stacking fault 
gies (21–23) and in crystals with low symmetry (24, 25), caused by the lack of accessible
allographic planes for dislocation slip. With the twinning partials’ glide restricted to para
es, the common mechanisms for Taylor hardening, i.e. dislocation entanglements, pinning

ultiplication (11), remain largely irrelevant, making it an ideal mechanism for probing t
 -1 exponent. In addition to existing works on metals, it is necessary to study deformatio

ning in hard brittle crystals, for example monoclinic zirconia, a common ionic ceramic th
uces coherent twin domains upon phase-transformation (26, 27) and can be adapted in 
position to undergo >5% stress-induced twinning at room temperature (28).  

hose one compositional adaptation, (ZrHfO4)0.735(YTaO4)0.265 (hereafter referred to as 
fO4)0.735), which was theoretically and experimentally found to produce the largest 
ning-induced plastic strain and the smallest thermal transformation hysteresis (28, 29). W
ver the twinning mechanism via site-specific systematic nanomechanical experiments an
ostructural analysis, identify the conditions under which twinning is preferred over ordin
cation slip, and probe the overall size-dependence of the stress required for the nucleatio
ning. We discuss these findings in the framework of nano-plasticity in single-crystals to 
tify the universality of the extrinsic size-effect in deformation twinning. 

lts  

1. Microstructure of (ZrHfO4)0.735(YTaO4)0.265. (A) An inverted pole EBSD map along the
ce normal of randomly oriented monoclinic grains that contain nano-twins. Inset: IPF; t
 bar is 20μm. (B) TEM image of a typical grain that contains multiple twin boundaries 
ly along the close-packed planes and twin domains whose widths range from 50nm to 
m (28). The diffraction pattern (inset) obtained from the entire grain suggests that the 

ning direction is oriented along the diffraction zone axis, [001], where the signature of 
ning appears as separation of spots at high Miller indices caused by variations in the 
action error. Scale bar is 500nm. Crystal structure of ZrO2 (only Zr atoms are shown) 
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ed (C) in 3D and (D) from the TEM diffraction zone axis [001] direction, both including 
rved mirror planes depicted with consistent colors as (B). 

ple crystallography and initial microstructure were analyzed through Electron 
scattering Diffraction (EBSD) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Figure 1A
s the EBSD map of a polycrystalline puck, revealing randomly oriented, ~5µm-sized 

oclinic grains. Single grain TEM uncovers shared 001  zone axis among multiple twin 
nts (Figure 1B), as evidenced by the splitting of diffraction spots at higher miller indices
 as the 300  triplet (Fig. 1B, zoomed-in inset) (28), with average twin width of 200nm. 
or planes fall along the monoclinic close-packed planes of 100 , 010 , or 110  with h
rency (Figure S1), consistent with that reported for room-temperature zirconia (26). Figu
hows the observed mirror planes overlaid onto a monoclinic ZrO2 lattice in 3D and Figur
hows them at the same viewing configuration as Figure 1B. The coherent mirror planes 
ide easily accessible deformation twinning systems of 100 〈001〉, 010 〈001〉, and 
〈001〉 (20).  

 

2. (A) Representative engineering stress-strain data for pillars of different diameters 
cated from grains with similar orientations close to 101 , 101 ,𝑎𝑛𝑑 011  that deforme
winning (purple) and slip (grey). The inset IPF contains the exact orientations of each 
r’s parent grain along the loading direction, identified through EBSD. Post compression
 images of 200nm-diameter pillars that deformed via (B) slip and (C) twinning, with the 
twinning directions indicated by white arrows. Scale bars are 500nm.  

ndrical pillars with diameters ranging from 200nm to 2µm were milled from (ZrHfO4)0.73

s of different orientations (as identified from EBSD) using a top-down approach with a G
sed Ion Beam (FIB, see Supplemental Materials). Figure 2A shows representative uniaxi

pression stress-strain data for pillars with roughly 101 / 101 / 011  parent grain 
tations along the loading direction, corrected for substrate effects using Scanning Electro
oscope (SEM) image correlation (Figure S2). The exact loading orientations for each pill
resented in the Inverted Pole Figure (IPF) (Figure 2A, inset), which favor the same twin 
m 100 001 . Twinning was found to be the preferred deformation mechanism in this 
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tation, with five out of seven 200nm diameter pillars and all eleven larger pillars deform
winning and only two 200nm pillars deforming via slip. The response of four typical pilla
fferent sizes that deformed via twinning is plotted in purple in Figure 2A. After the initia
r-elastic region, plasticity is triggered at a critical stress 𝜎  (defined as the stress before th
plasticity-induced stress-drop, Fig. S3) that decreases with size, followed by steady serra
ic flow, which is a typical trait of deformation twinning (15, 30). As it takes higher stress
eate a twin than to propagate an existing twin boundary, twinning is induced by the grow
isting twins. While the flow stress stays stable for the two larger pillars, the two smaller 
rs exhibit strain hardening as a result of the fabrication induced tapering (Figure S4). All 
micron pillars deformed to >4% engineering strain without catastrophic failure, with the 
m pillar compressing to 13% and retaining 8% plastic strain post-unloading, which is on
 that seen in ductile metals (15, 18, 19). Twinning without fracture was also found in 
les up to ~5μm in size of non-standard shape (Figure S5). The mechanical response of a 
m pillar that deformed via dislocation slip (grey) yields at a strain of 8% and a 4x higher
s, with subsequent stochastic strain bursts that are a signature of slip dislocation avalanch
1). As the pillar size decreases to the average twin width of 200nm, the probability of it n
aining a suitable orientation for twinning increases, in which case the pillar yields only w
ches the much higher required stress for slip. Post-compression images of the 200nm pil

deformed via slip (Figure 2B) exhibit shear offsets that are characteristic of dislocation sl
e nanoscale (2) with the slip direction marked by the white arrow. Samples that twinned 
re 2C) undergo a reorientation-induced shear, with the white arrow marking the twin 
tion. Post-compression images of larger size pillars can be found in Figure S6.  
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3. (A) 100nm thick (ZrHfO4)0.735 rectangular nano-pillar imaged in TEM, with 34Å-space
é fringes visible at high resolution (inset, top left); the diffraction pattern (inset, lower le

ains orientations with a 011  zone axis (green) and coherency spots generated by 
rposition of a separate orientation where only the 110  reflections are diffracting (blue)
ngineering stress-strain data for the compression of the shown pillar. (C) Crystallograp

ram of the 110 001  twinning for a unit cell. (D) TEM image of the same pillar after 
ression, whose top region has permanently deformed via twinning and contains only the
 orientation, with no Moiré character or diffraction spot splitting; the lower undeformed
n of the pillar stays unchanged. The twinning plane is along the original blue 110  pla

 analysis was used to uncover deformation twinning by imaging a FIB-milled 100nm-thi
pillar (see Supplemental Materials) both before and after in-situ SEM uniaxial compressi
re 3A conveys the TEM image of the single-crystalline pillar as-fabricated, along with a 
-resolution image (upper-left inset) that contains 34Å-spaced Moiré fringes which arise f
ing of two orientations identified in the diffraction pattern (DP, lower-left inset): one 
tation along the 011  zone axis (green) and the other oriented favorably only for 

action from 110  planes, resulting in the additional 110  dot (blue). The 110  planes 
f the existing 011  pattern produce satellite peaks whose intensity is sufficiently visible

 in the vicinity of the diffraction spots (32), resulting in the triplet-like DP. The theoretica
action difference between the green 111  and blue 110  spots matches the predicted 
9Å-1 from the measured Moiré spacing. The pillar was then uniaxially compressed in the 
, with the engineering stress-strain data shown in Figure 3B, revealing elastic loading up
 strain, followed by a sudden 10% stress drop after onset of deformation twinning at 𝜎  =

a. The pillar then steadily hardens with a ~75GPa slope while the twin plane migrates 
nwards at increasing cross-sectional area to 8% engineering strain with 5% plastic strain.
allographic diagram of the twinning system is presented in Figure 3C, where the monocl
cell shears along the 110  plane in the 001  direction. Figure 3D shows the post-
pression TEM image, where the top portion of the pillar has undergone coherent shearing
ture of deformation twinning (18, 21). This twinning-induced reorientation eliminates th
é pattern, leaving solely the 011  DP (upper-left inset), while the lower undeformed 
on contains the original crystal orientations with the Moiré character. The disappearance 

 spots and the observed 110  twin plane confirms the 110 001  twinning system.  

ussion  
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4. (A) Normalized CRSS as a function of effective pillar diameter for two sets of 
tations, with opposite preferred deformation mechanism, in the (ZrHfO4)0.735 system with
orresponding power-law fit to guide the eye, in comparison to other ceramics (6, 33–37)
CRSS required for twinning is lowest among all and its size-effect most prominent. (B) 
ning (ZrHfO4)0.735 pillars fitted with the superimposed power-law (Eq. 3) resulting in 𝛼

0.22, in comparison to that found in Ti (18) and Mg (15), both scaling inversely with D.  

ite twinning being the preferred plasticity carrier in (ZrHfO4)0.735, it is possible to 
cation slip in larger pillars by aligning the loading direction to the twinning direction 00
h results in negligible resolved shear stress on all three twin planes. We investigated the 
al resolved shear stress (CRSS) for both slip and twinning, calculated using Eq. 1, as a 

tion of the characteristic pillar diameter.  

𝐶𝑅𝑆𝑆 𝜎 𝑠 𝜎 𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅 ⋅ 𝒏𝒕𝒘𝒊𝒏 𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅 ⋅ 𝝀𝒕𝒘𝒊𝒏 .   (Eq

, 𝑠 is the maximum Schmid factor among combinations of pillar orientations and accessi
/slip systems; 𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅 is the loading direction, 𝒏𝒕𝒘𝒊𝒏 is the twin/slip plane normal, and 𝝀𝒕𝒘𝒊
win/slip direction. Figure 4A plots normalized CRSS vs. D for both twinning (purple) and
gray) orientations. The shear modulus, 𝐺 61.5𝐺𝑃𝑎, was estimated from the linear 

ading segments in 200nm pillars, consistent with previous reports on Yttrium-stabilized 
nia (38, 39). The spread of measured yield stress at fixed pillar size is common for 
pillar compression as a result of imperfect alignment, machine compliance, and stochasti
ic events. (1–4, 6, 8). Starting with the widely adopted pure power-law (fitted with least-
re regression) 

𝐶𝑅𝑆𝑆 ∝ 𝐷 ,       (EqJo
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winning exponent of 0.74 0.10, found to be universal among different orientations and
positions (Figure S7), is higher than the 0.57 0.22 for slip and that for other brittle 
rials (dashed lines) (33–36) deforming through slip or fracture; this work presents the fir
n systematic size-effect for twinning in a non-metallic material. This large increase of si

ndence from slip to twinning finds its equivalence in metals, where a similar exponent of
0.7 was discovered for twinning in Mg (15), and an unprecedented α 1 for Ti (18). 
ious report on deformation twinning in another oxide, quartz, (37) (teal stars) show 
gence of a similar trend, although no conclusion was drawn due to the small size span.  

 macroscopically brittle material, the size-effect for materials with high background stres
 properly represented as 

𝐶𝑅𝑆𝑆 𝜉𝐷 𝜏 .      (Eq

 length-scale constant that scales with the Burgers’ vector and 𝜏  is the resolved macrosc
 strength. Fitting Eq. 3 to the twinning data (see Supplemental Materials) for (ZrHfO4)0.7

ts in α 1.00 0.22 and 𝜏 /𝐺 0.0019 0.0018 (Figure 4B), with the average α 
tical to that predicted by the Matthews-Blakeslee critical thickness model, which emerges
librium is reached between the plastic strain and the curvature of geometrically-necessary
fit) dislocations (10). The fitted result is compared to that observed in metals. The size-
ndence of twinning in Ti (18) exhibits the identical form as Eq. 3 with -1 exponent, but w
rized as a Hall-Petch type relationship with the critical dislocation density for twinning 
ng as 𝐷 . We fit previously reported Mg CRSS (15) to Eq. 3, only including data between
 and 5μm since smaller pillars plateau at theoretical strength, resulting in α 1.00 0.3
ulk strength τ /𝐺 0.0017 0.0034; this estimated τ  is close to that reported for mm

Mg samples (40). The uncanny similarities among the drastically different systems in Fig
uggest universality of Eq. 3 with fixed α 1 for a larger selection of materials. 

clusion 

rmation twinning in single-crystals and its dependence on extrinsic dimensions has not b
 understood at the nanoscale. In this work we uncover twinning as the preferred plasticity
er for small volume (ZrHfO4)0.735(YTaO4)0.265 ceramics, while dislocation slip can be 
ated only when no accessible orientation for twinning exists. In the sub-micron range, th
e-crystal oxides plastically deform up to 10% strain through twinning without failure. W
ower-law exponent for the yield stress size-effect of slip is close to that in fcc metals, we
al the first systematic strength-to-size dependence for twinning in ceramics. This significa
effect was found to follow the inverse-like relationship with exponent 𝛼 1 when 
idering a superimposed bulk strength, identical to the twinning size-effect in soft metallic
rials. The large similarities between a brittle oxide and ductile metals shed light on the 
ersality of the Matthews-Blakeslee critical thickness model for the yield-point size-effect
e-crystal plasticity, suggesting deformation twinning as an alternative controllable way o
ing its exact physical origin.  
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